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Abstract

A computer study of the response of various
spacecraft configurations to a charging environ-
ment in sunlight using the NASCAP code is reported.
Configuration features considered in the study in-
clude geometry, type of stabilization, and overall
size. Results indicate that sunlight charging re-
sponse is dominated by differential charging ef-
fects. Shaded insulation charges negatively re-
sulting in the formation of potential barriers
which suppress photoelectron emission from sunlit
surfaces. Sunlight charging occurs relatively
slowly; with 30 minutes of charging simulations, in
none of the configurations modeled did the most
negative surface cell reach half its equilibrium
potential in eclipse. Because the substorm envi-
ronment tends not to remain constant over long time
periods (say 21 hr), this result implies that equi-
librium calculations of spacecraft potentials in
sunlight do not give an accurate indication of
charging response in substorms.

Configuration features have an impurtant im-
pact on both charging rates of structures and on
differential potentials developed across shaded in-
sulators. The most striking "configuration" effect
observed in this study is that of type of stabili-
zation. A spinning spacecraft is expected to exhi-
bit slower charging of its structure but to develop
somewhat larger electric field stresses across
shaded insulation than is an identical spacecraft
which is three-axis stabilized. This effect, as
well as those of other configuration features, are
discussed.

Data from the ATS-5 and ATS-6 spacecraft are
presented, and support the analytical conclusions

I. Introduction

The idea that spacecraft configuration is a
critical factor in charging response was sparked by
the observation that the ATS-5 and ATS-6 spacecraft
respond similarly to charging environments in
eclipse but differently in sunlight. Both space-
craft charge negatively during substorm activity,
which is consistent with the observation that am-
bient electron fluxes are larger than ambient ion
fluxes. In the fall of 1974, when both spacecraft
were eclipsed simultaneously, they charged to sim-
ilarp otentials.( 1) Statistical anal	 s of
ATS-5and ATS-6 eclipse charging data 	 further
supports the conclusion that these two spacecraft
exhibit similar charging response in eclipse. The
factor of 2 difference in the most negative poten-
tial observed in eclipse (-10 kV for ATS-5, and
-20 kV for ATS-6) is believed to be due to an in-
crease in geometric activity between the ATS-5 and
ATS-6 missions( 2) rather than a difference in re-
sponse to a given environment. The percentage of
eclipse passages during which charging occurs is
also similar for the two spacecraft.

In contrast, neither the frequency of charging
nor the potentials attained by these spacecraft are
similar in sunlight conditions. Reasoner, et al. (3)

have studied daylight charging of ATS-6. They re-
port a maximum negative potential of -2200 V and a
"significant probability" of potentials more nega-
tive than -1000 V. They indicate a greater than
50% probability of charging in the midnight to dawn
local time quadrant. Daylight charging of ATS-5
was discussed by DeForest,(`+) who recorded 13 oc-
curances of charging to potentials more negative
than -50 V lasting longer than 5 minutes between
Sept. 30, 1969 and Nov. 10, 1970. The most negative
potential observed was 300 V. Even allowing for a
factor of 2 in geomagnetic activit;"-, and for the in-
ability of the A7S-,5 detectors to record potentials
less than 50 V in magnitude, it is apparent that
ATS-6 charges more frequently and to larger negative
potentials than does ATS-5.

The potentials discussed above are those of the
spacecraft structures (electrical reference) with
respect to plasma potential. For a spacecraft with
electrically isolated surfaces (i.e., insulating
surfaces), differential charging of these surfaces
with respect to the spacecraft structure can occur
because of differences in the surface materials'
properties (such as secondary electron yield) and/or
in the "environment" between surfaces (such as one
surface being sunlit, and another shadowed). Poten-
tials attained in eclipse in a given environment are
determined by surface material properties. The fact
that ATS-5 and ATS-6 charged to similar potentials
in the same eclipse environment (1 suggests that the
surface material properties which determine eclipse
potential are similar for the two spacecraft. This
implies that the dominant factors responsible for
the very different behavior of the two spacecraft
in sunlight is related to differences in configura-
tion rather than differences in materials. Config-
uration here includes characteristics such as size,
geometry, and type of stabilization. These features
determine relative areas of sunlit and shaded sur-
faces and are expected to be important for differen-
tial charging.

The differences in configuration between ATS-5
and ATS-6 are substan Wl, as indicated in figures
1 and 2 and table I. (5^ ATS-5 is relatively small,
compact, and spins at 76 rpm about the cylinder
axis. ATS-6 is an extended object, five times as
large and 3-axis stabilized. What should the ef-
fects of these various configuration features be on
charging response, accordiieg to current understand-
ing of the phenomena? Are these effects consistent
with the observed response of ATS-5 and ATS-6?
These are the two questions whose answers are sought
in this study.

II. Study Approach

The approach chosen to answer the two questions
posed above was to use the NASA Charging Analyzer
Program (NASCAP) code (6) to investigate the effects
of various configuration features on charging re-
sponse, and to review data from the UCSD Auroral
Particles experiments on ATS-5 and ATS-6 with par-
ticular attention to characteristic features of sun-
light charging events.



for the NASMP study, five Objects wereatodeled,
The configuration features examined were type of
stabilization, geometry, and size. Tile environment
was the same for all runs, and was an isotropic
Miummllian with electron temperature (kTe) z 5 kev,
.ion tctuperature (k'ri) - 10 kev, and number densi-
ties of electrons and ions ( it,, and III, respec-
tively) - 0.2/cm il . Toeliminate effects due to dif-
fering tuaterial properties, all materials were taken
to have the sane electron emission properties. Thus
the effects examined are essentially sun/shade ef-
fects.

ATS-5 data from the first 2 years of operation
(1969-1971) and ATS-6 data from 197 14-1976 were ro-
viewed to identify sunlight charging response chan+

-acteristics. particular attention wits .focused on
the temporal development of negative spacecraft po-
tentials and on evidence of potential4-Irr:iers
(A'rS-6) and differential charging (ATS .;). Fre-
quency of charging was also tallied for AT8-5, for
comparison with tile. A'i'S-6 data discussed earlier. (3)

111. NASCAP Study

A. Objects and Comparisons

The five NASCAP objects modeled fun this study
ere illustrated in figures 3 to 7. Each figure
shows a perspective view of all object (with a coor-
dinate system for reference), Indicates the exposed
surface composition and gives it brief description
of the object and sizes) and stabilizatJoa types
run. A summary of comparisons made to identify the
:impact of stab:ilixatiou type, size, and geometry
appears in table 11. All calculations were made for
the plasma environment described above, Calcula-
tions wore made for all objects with the sou is tine
A, or (1,0,0), direction (as viewed frum the ob-
ject), Calculations were also mado for different
sus directions fur some objects, and eclipse re-
spouse (no sun) wias'calculuted for reference. The
eclipse equilibrium potential indicatt-a the equi-
librium potential of a Shadowed insulating ecll.

Tn what follows, the term, ' t cell" is used to
refer to a surface cell or a NASCAP object. A cell
is one of the Small square, rectangular, or erian--
gular areas of exposed surface ;il'lustrnted in 4lg-
ttres 3 to 7. The "mesh Size" is the length of out,
side of a square surface cell.

Object 1 (fig. 3) is an ATS-5 model object. It
iS an octagon with cavlties oil both ends, and with
it smaller octagon rising oue cell above tite .floor in
each cavity. It haS it two-Coll wide 11n0tal bell•
band, and exposed metal patches scattered about the
exterior surface. The charging of this object was
calculated for both types or stabilization (Spinning
and 3-axis). Calculations were made for a "small"
object of overall length 1.6 tit and a "large' object
of overall length 6.0 m. 1+ nddit.ion to the sun
direction -14, represented (;i 3 O.0), a suit direction
of (1,0,1) was used for some runs.

Object 2 (fig. 4) is :identical to object 1 ex-
cept that it has no cavities. Thus It is a solid
octagon with it two-cell, wide exposed metal belly
band and scattered patches of exposed metal around
the sides. The ends of the octr;^n are insulating.
Charging calculations were made 1'or this object for
both stabilization types nud ;nv sou directions of
(1,0,0) and (1,0,1). Re° • ,alts .are compared to those
of object l to identify the .impact of and cFay.i.tics

on charging response (see Results Section below).

Object 3 (fig. 5) is i'un octagon with it
 wide belly band, but with no scattered pateb-

es. Its purpose was to identify effects of the
Wider exposed modal area. Its charging response
was calculated .for the two stabilization t ypes, with
the sun in tine * direction.

Object. 4 (fig. 6) is object 3 with a second
octagon on it short boom added to represent an an-
tenna. Its purpose was to identify the effect of a
despoil Fnttenna on the charging response of a Spin-
ning body, Figure 6 ;indicates three different, iu-
sulatacq. In Caet these differ only In photoelec-
tron currant density emitted, In order to sivaal,ate
properly a despun antenna in the NASC.A p calculatJ,on,
the phOLOCUaitted current density of the pennanenel.y
Shaded portions of the antenna was set• to zero (tar
sulator 2), and that of the constautly ilusrinated
Side (insulator 3) was sot to 3.31 11s1est 2 so that In
tilt, averaging done during Spin Simulation, Ito ir-
fectiVv pltOtoomitted current density IS 1 na/otul:
the nominal value for the insulator used ns the
basis iu all runs ("TNSUtiA'101t"). The charging re-
Sponso Of this object was calculated with the body
spinning and the Fnntentia de-spun. 'llao sun directions
were used, (1,0,0) and a slightly oblique One,
(0,986,0,0.164). 'tilt, latter sun dlrorLien was used
to indicate local differential charging effects near
the autenua.

Object 5 (fig. 7) is the "CxLended geometry"
Object, It consists of a coucral octagon with two
,ectuugular paddles attached by short booms. Charg-
ing response of this object was calculated only iu
the 3 axis stabilized mode. It was sized Su that
the octagonal body was approximately the Same size
its the octagonal bodies of the "small" Object 1, and
Object 2 through 4, and J,ts overall 7, dimension Is
comparable to that Of the "large" 03e0L 1. ILs
purpose was to Identify effortn of extended geometry
(as compared to tbo compact octagonal geometry) on
charging response.

i3.	 Res it tax

As a baseline, calculations of ehangiug ,in
eclipse Were made. Each of the modeled objects
charged to the equilibrium potonttaal of -5.32 kV
Within sa few seconds. Che sunl'igitt eharg'.ing calcu-
lations were run for 30 minutes ench. 'the largest
negative potential developed by a shaded Surface
cell on any object was -2.3 Mi , or about half its
equilibrium potential, Thus the first general rv-
Solt IS that IA1111911L chirging :13 predicted to be a
much slower process than eclipse charging. On the
Other brand, the structures of n.0 objects did ehatrgo
J.n sunlight to nel;ntive poLeutials or hundreds of
volts during the 30 minutes Of charging simulation.
This is of particular iutovest because the pl.sasnaet
electron current density to nu uncharged Surface was
more than an order or magnitude Sutaller than the
phoLOelecLron curreuc density: The charging of the
Structure and sunlit 1.114ulation to negnttve potent-
LUIS Is, thus not due to plasma electron fluxes ex-
cceding photoolectron fluxes. R:aLher, It i,s is cou-
Sequence Of dif.fereutin'L charging. Shaded insulnt-
Ing surfaces develop negative charges and act up
potential barri.ers around the objects, 'Chose po-
teatial barriers uuake it iugaos::i.hle for photo-
electrons to escape from thovi.c:luity of the object,
efrectiveiy cutting off pbotoe.l.ectrot, emission rroua
sunlit cells, bothmoLai and:uasuluting, ,:andallowing

j
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charging of the entire object. Thus sunlight charg-
ing is essentintly -I charging effect.
Sunlight charging is expected to occur slowly be-
cause the large capacitance of tlt'in insulation to
underlying conductors causes differmttial charging
to occur slowly.

In the balance of this srcLioa, the three con-
figuration features investigated are discussed in
the order in which they appear in table 11, that is,
effects of stabilization type (including effect of
the despun antenna), effects of size, and finally,
effects of aIvometry. A final paragraph summarizes
the relati`ao importance of those features In deter-
mining overall charging; response.

C:Ileu.iatiUnS of the charging, responses of ob-
jects 1, 2, and 3 were made for each object Spin-
ning anti 3-axis stabilized. Results Indicate that
type of stabilizatiun is a very Important factor in
determining charging; response. Predictluns for Ob-
JecL I are shown in figure 8. As call

	 seen from
the figure, the structure of the 3-axis stabilized
object begins to charge sooner, after 2 to 3 min-
utes compares! to 5 to b minutes for the spinning
version. After 30 minutes, the structure potential
in the 3-axis stabilized case is about three. Limes
that in the spinning case. The behavior of the
shaded insulation in the two cases is interesting.
During the first minute or two of charging (before
the structure begins to charge negatively), darkin-
sulation in the two cases charger: at the same rate.
The rate increases in each case after the structure
begins to charge negatively, but the rates are such
that the oloccric field inside the shaded insula-
tion Increases somewhat more quickly for the spin-
ning than the 3-axis :;tabilized case. After 30 min-
utes of charging, there is about a 10% difference in
electric field across shaded insulation in the two
cases. For example, fur the case illustrated In
figure 8, the field across dark insulation after
30 minutus of charging is 9.8x10 6 Will IIIthe $pin-
ning case compared to 9.1x 10f' V/m in the 3-axis
stabilized case.

This appears to result from the larger propor-
tion of shaded cells in the 3-axis stabilized case,
and the consequently smaller region over which the
potential barrier must extend to suppress photo-
omission from all sunlit cells. Potential contours
around Object 2 after 11 minutes of charging are
shown in figure 9 for Lhe 3-axis stabilized case
and in figure 10 for the spinning case. In these
figures, ^S is the structure potential, ¢Ul is the
Potential of the shaded Insulating cells, and 41Sl
is t1te potential of a sunlit insulating cell ner_r
the belly band. In general., sunlit insulating cells
were found to be less negative than the structure.
Because there are larger areas of exposed :insulator
than of exposed metal on all these ubjects, the
formation of potential barriers, which cut off pho-
toemission from sunlit insulating cells US ct':I.tical
in allowing the structure to ct_er9n negatively.

The effect of the despun an."onna (ObjecL 4) on
overall charging behavior was to ll;ereasc the
charging rate slightly over that for 'tbject 3,which
is identical except for the presence of the antenna
oil 	 4. Rosults are illustrated in figure 11.
The antenna oil 	 4 is small rein ttve to the
main body of this object. Presunahly. If the rela-
tive size of the antenna ware larger its effect on
the charging rate. would be greater.  It Should be
noted that, while the antenna's effect oil 	 over-

all charging of the object is small, its presence
gives rise to large local differential chargint• be-
tween its shaded side and nearby cells oil 	 tjp
of the body, particularly when the still 	 in a di-
rection such that the top surface of the body is
illuminated.

Results of charging response calculations for
the large and smt1.1 versions of Object 1 were com-
pared to identify effects of overall, size. Figure
12 shows these results for the 3-axis stabilized
case. As the figure indicates, a factor of 5 change
:in linear dimensions caused at most ,

I
	percent

change in charging response. This is a consequence
of the .fact that differential charging is the domi-
nant factor in sunlight charging.

Three types of geometry features were consid-
ered. These were: (1) compact versus extended;
(2) end cavities; and (3) distribution of exposed
metal.

To compare compact to extended geometry, the
charging response of the large version of Object 1
was compared to that of Object 5. Object I is es-
sentially tut octagon, and represented a compaeL
geometry. Object 5 is an octagon with large flat
"wings," and is therefore considered extended. Fig-
ure 13 shows the comparison. Object 1 results shotm
are for the 3-axis stabilized condition. As can be
seen from the figure, the extended object charges
significantly moro quickly. Its structure poten-
tial is about 1.5 times that of the compact object
after 30 minuL• es of charging. The stress across
shaded insulation at that point is somewhat larger
for the compact object (9.lx 106 V/m) titan for the
extended one (8.6*10 6 V/m). This is similar to the
result for type of stabilization in that the object
whose structure charges more quickly has lower
stresses across its shaded insulation.

The effect of end cavities oncharging response
was examined by comparing results of charging cal-
culations for Object I with those for Object 2. As
noted above, these objects are Identical exceptthat
Object I has end c.avi.ties and Object 2 does not.
Results of the comparison indicate essentially no
effect oil 	 charging response, that is, the
potential versus time plots for the two objects'
structures and shaded surfaces are virtually idon-
tical. This was truss for both spinning and 3-axis
stabilized cases, and for Suit 	 Of (1,0,0)
(A) and (0.707,0,0.707). In oach case the (0.707,
0,0.707) still 	 resulted Ili slower charging
but the results for Objects I attd 2 were essen-
tially the same for each combination of conditions

spinning, 
s till 	 (1,0,0), etc.). The fields

in and near the cavities are strongly influenced by
Lhelr presence, but the .fields exterior to the ob-
jects, which .form the phoLoelectron trapping bar-
riers, are not much influenced by the presence of
cavities. This is illustrated In figures 1 and 15.
In figure 14 equiputenti.al contours around Object I
are shotm after 20 minutes of charging in the spin-
ning mode. Note the complicated field structures,
particularly in the lower cavity, whore the small
octagonal "bump" Ill the cavity has a conducting
circumferential surface. Figure 15 shows equipa-
tonLial around Object 2 after 21 minutes of charg-
ing. A comparison of this figure to the previous
one indicates that, despite the complex field
structures in the cavities, the fields nearer the
exterior surfaces of the two objects are very sim-
ilar. Because those exterior fields, which suppress



photoelectron mission, Lire the important ones in
determining Overall charging response, the two ob-
jects behave the saiue in terms of that response. It
Should be noted, however, that particularly in the
oblique sun angle cases, Severe differential charg-
ing occurs inside tite cavities due to local shadow-
ing effects.

Finally, the charging response of ObjePts 2
and 3 were compared to identify effects of distri-
bution of exposed metal. The effect was slight
enough (-5%) to be considered insignificant in this
study. Object 3 charged slightly more slowly than
Object 2, evidently because of differences in the
details of potential harrier formation.

Results of the NASCAP configuration study are
Summarized in table III in toruts of potentials on
structures and dark insulation and stresses across
the insulation after 30 minutes of charging simula-
tion. Briefly, type of stabilization was the most
important single, factor in determining charging re-
sponso. Overall goometry (extended versus compact)
was calcond in importance. Other features investi-
gated (size, cavities, and small despuu antenna)
had negligible effect 

oil
	 charging response,

though severe local differential charging can be
expected in cavities and around despun antennas.

IV. ATS-5 and ATS-6 Charging

The NASCAP study ;just described :indicates that
daylight charging should occur much more slowly than
eclipse charging. Furthermore, a compact spinning
object is expected to eliarge more slowly in sunlight
than a large extended one, with the consequence that
the small spinner should attain lower potentials for
it given exposure time and environment. In terms of
ATS-5 and ATS-6, the computer results lead to the
expectations that (1) sunlight charging should oc-
cur much more slowly than eclipse. charging, (2) Oil-
ferential charging (to the extent it 

call inferred
from the particle data) should accompany sunlight
charging of the spacecraft structure and proeede
absolute charging, and (3) ATS-6 should charge more
quickly than ATS-5 in n given environment. because
of the time and distance separations of the two
Spacecraft, direct comparison of responses to the
same environment is not possible. However, expec-
tation 3 also implies that ATS-6 should charge more
frequently and to larger potentials than ATS-5 1 as-
suming that the general features (such as plasma
temperatures plus time scales for changes) of the
environments seen by the two spacecraft lire similar°.
Based oil 	 statistical results noted earlier(2)
this assumption seems reasonable to within a factor
of 2.

With the three expectations itemized above in
utind, ATS-5 and ATS-6 data were examined with par-
ticular attention to time history of daylight charg-
ing events, evidence of differential charging, and
frequency and level of charging for ATS-5. It was
felt that the work reported in reference 3 gave a
good estimate of frequency anri level of daylight
charging for ATS-6.

A. ATS-6 .Results

To establish a baseline for comparing time his-
tories of charging 

in 
eclipse and in sunlight, an

injection of kilovolt plasma occurring in eclipse
was sought. Such an event occurred on April 1, 1975
(day of year 91 of 1975). The particle data from

the UCSC North-Soutla dote;tor for this event is
Shown 3tt spcc:Crogram format in figure 16. Tito.
spectrogram IS essentially all energy versus time
plot for electrons (top) and ions (buttom), with
count rate of particles arrivin g: tit the detector
indicated by intensity. Tbc ro,..ionship of count
rate to intensity is indicated by the grey scale to
the right of the energy-time plot. In general, low
count rates result in dark areas, and high count
rates tire indicated by bright areas. Fora more do-
tailed description of this foimilt, see reference 7.

Oil day 91 of 1975, ATS-6 entered eclipse at
0549 UT (universal time). 'Phis is reflected in the
particle data by the reduction in count rate of low
onergy electrons at that time. These low energy
electrons ;ire photoeloctrona t• rat̀ >pod by a potential
barrier around the spacecraft. ( 7) At about 0625,
an injection event occurred. The spacecraft re-
sponded by charging quickly to about -2000 V, as
indicated by the change in the ion spectrum. The
bright blind of ions represents low onergy ions ac-
celerated through the spacecraft's potential, and
thus indicates the spncecrrtft's potential. The
time history of the spacecraft t s potential during
this event is Shown In figure 17 oil 	 linear scale.
This figure shows clear3y the almost immediate
charging response when the injection occurred.
Within it urinate, tits spacecraft potential changed
from near zero to about -2000 V. Thus, its antiei-
pitted, eclipse charging occurs quickly.

Daylight charging of MS-6 occurs quite fro-
quently; the spacecraft was observed to be charged
more thatt 50X of the t1me In the midnight to dawn
local time quadrant. (3) A review of spectrograms
of daylight charging events indicates two features
in agreement with expectations. First, daylight
charging occurs slowly. Times of 15 co 60 minutes
for the charging transient art, typical. Second,
daylight eltarging events are accompanied by eltanges
ut, the height of the potential harrier around the
spacecraft, which is reflected in eluinges in the
low energy electron spectra. The barrier becomes
higher just bo.forc charging of the structure com-
mencos, and remains hi gh during charging events. A
co;ilection of specCragrtuus, many of which show clay-
light ciuirging of ATS-6 IS published in reference 9.

An example of daylight charging response is
shown in figure 18 in spectrogram format. Shown
are data from the North-South detector oil 	 22
of 1974 (day of year 203 of 1974). An injection
occurred tit about 0740 UT. Tito boundary of the
bright blind of low energy electrons, indicating the
height of the potential barrier, increnses in en-
orgy, and the spacecraft potential (indicated by the
bright rim of ions) goes negative to about - 340 V,
with di•scornable slope, even in the_ 24-hour spec-
togram. Figure 19 shows the barrier height and
spacecraft potential oil 	 linear energy scale dur-
ing this event. As 

call 	 seen from the figure,
the barrier height increnses to about 50 V several
minutes before charging of tile. structure begins;
the barrier height rises to about 100 V and is main-
tained at about that level during most of the event.
'Cite structure potemial becomes negative relatively
slowly, reaching nbout -340 V after some 40 minutes
of charging. The electron temperature of the en-
vironment calculated from

kT Q Psnccgry flux _	
(1)e 2 Par^ic7.e flux



was constant during this time period; from 0900 to
1000, the spacecraft potential decreased approxi-
maLely linearly with the decreasing electron tear
perature. (10) Thus ATS-6 chaxtvo i much more slowly
in sunlight than in eclipse, and sunlight charging
is accompanied by differential charging, as indi-
cated by the increase in the height of the poten-
tial barrier.

B. ATS-5 Results

ATS-5 :spectrograms for the period July 1969
through June. 1971 were reviewed to identify day-
light charging events. A total of 45 such events
were found. Durations ranged from about 10 minutes
to about 4 hours. The most negative potential re-
corded was -400 V. Distributing the events in 15-
minute segments of local time indicated that day-
light charging for ATS-5 occurs mostly in the mid-
night to dawn local time quadrant. This is simi-
lar to the A1S-6 case. however, for ATS-5, day-
light charging; occurred only about 2Z of the time,
even in this quadrant. Allowing for the fact that
the ATS-5 particle detectors cannot detect charging
of magnitude less than 50 V, and that about half
the ATS-6 daylight charging events were to poten-
tials of less magnitude than this, ATS-6 was charged
to a50 V about 20% to 2511 of the time In that local
time quadrant, compared to the X' fur ATS-5. Clear-
ly, ATS-5 charges less frequently, and to smaller
potentials than does ATS-6.

Differential charging on ATS-5 is evidenced by
a cutoff of the w energy electron data in tlue par-
allel detecLUr. ( '^ The parallel detector is inside
one of the cavities on ATS-5 (see fig. 1) looking
parallel to Chc cylinder axis. This cutoff was first
identified fas a charging effect by DeForest.( 4) In
the review of ATS-5 data it was observed that day-
light charging of this spacecraft was always pre-
ceded and accompanied by this signature in the low
energy electron data taken by the parallel detec-
tor. Figure 20 shows data from this detector on
day 327 of 1970 (Nov. 23). At about 0600 UP theen-
vi:ronment gradually becomes more active; starting at
about 0630, the cutoff of low energy electrons be-
comes evident as a reduction in the spectrogram's
intensity. The energy edge of this cutoff rises
slowly until about 1000, then gradually falls to
zero by about 1700. The bright band of ions indi-
cating spacecraft potential also appears in this
data, but it is more easily seen in the data from
the perpendicular detector, which is not complica-
ted by local charging effects in the cavity. The
perpendicular detector data for this event is shown
in figure 21, again in spectrogram format. This
figure shows that the spacecraft was charged to
more than 50 V negative from about 0720 to 1200 on
this day. The energy edge of the electron cutoff
in the parallel detector and the spacecraft poten-
tial as determined from the perpendicular ion data
are plotted on a linear scale in figure 22 for the
time period 0700 to 1200. By 0700, the electron
energy cutoff was about 500 eV; it reached about
750 eV before the spacecraft potential reached
-50 V. The cutoff one.rgy continued to increase as
tine spacecraft's negative potential increased, then
began to fall eff as the spacecraft's negative po-
tential decreased to below 50 V at the end of the
event. This was one of the longest daylight charg-
ing events for ATS-5; the most negative spacecraft
potential recorded during the event was -390 V,
around 1000. Its basic characteristics, however,
are typical of ATS-5 charging events.

V. Sumnuiry and Conclusions

A computer study using the NASCAP code was
performed to identify tlue basic characteristics of
daylight charging, and the importance of various
configuration features in determining daylight
charging response. ATS-5 and MS-6 flight data
were examined to determine whetiuer the computer
predictions were supported by flight data,

Findings of the computer study were that day-
light charging is essentially a differential charg-
ing effect. In consequence, daylight charging is
expected to occur much more slowly than eclipse
charging, and be accompanied by evidence of differ-
ential charging. A conclusion to be drawn here is
that a spacecraft with completely conducting sur-
faces is unlikely ever to experience daylight
charging.

Because daylight charging occurs so slowly,
calculation of equilibrium potentials for a given
set of environmental conditions will not give an
accurate indication of charging response. It is
unlikely that the environment will remain constant
long enough For equilibrium to be reached. Also,
because daylight charging response is dominated by
the effect of potential barriers which suppress
photoelectron emission, any calculation of response
which does not account for such barriers will give
incorrect results. Therefore, prediction of day-
light charging response requires multidimensional,
time-dependent calculations.

Configuration features important to daylight
charging response were type of stabilization and
overall geometry. Size, cavities, and presence of
a small despoil antenna had little effect oil
charging response, although the latter two have
significant impact on local differential charging.
Their importance also could be increased in tine
presence of .field aligned fluxes.

The ATS-5 and ATS-6 data are entirely consis-
tent with the computer predictions, daylight
charging is slow, and is accompanied by differen-
tial charging. ATS-5 charges less frequently, to
lower potentials and probably more slowly than
ATS-6. An interesting aspect of the daylightcharg-
i.ng of ATS-5 :is that no charging has been observed
during the sununer months (ref. 4 and this review of
data). DeForest(4) suggested the possibility of
some environmental difference at the ATS-5 orbital
location. The present study indicates another pos-
sible reason: perhaps the, cavity oil 	 end oppo-
site to the parallel detector has mostly conductive
inside surfaces, so that no differential charging
call there. Given that absolute charging of
ATS-5 was always accompanied by evidence of dif-
ferential charging in the parallel. detector, the
latter explanation seems quite plausible.
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TAHLE I. - SPACGCRAlr CHARACTERISTICS SUMARl

Launch (technology) ATS-5
1969

ATS-6
1974

Attitude control Spin stabilized 3-Axis stabilized

Exterior surface Quartz, paint Kapton, aluminum,
quartz, silicon,
paint

Characteristic dimension 2 in 10 m

Geometry Cylindrical E*tended

TABLE II. - SUIMARY Or CONFIGURATION STUDY RUNS

,l

I 

Configuration

feature
Comparisons made

Stabilizatl.on Object 1:	 Spinning versus 3-axis stabilized
Object 2:	 Spinning versus 3-axis stabilized
Object 3:	 Spinning versus 3-axis stabilized
Object 3:	 Spinning versus Object • 4 (effect of despun antenna)

Size Object 1:	 Mesh size = 0.1 versus mesh size = 0.5

Geometry Large Object 1 versus Object 5 (compact versus extended)
Object 1 versus Object 2 (effect of end cavities)
Object 2 versus Object 3 (distribution of exposed metal)

TATTLE III. - POTENTIALS AND STRESSES AFTER 30 MINUTES

OT CHARGING SUN AT (1,0,0)

Object Spinning 3-Axis stabilized
number

^S' `Di'
Stress,

^S' SDI'
Stress,

V V V/m V
V V/m

1 -380 -1360 9.8X106 -970 -1880 9.1x106

2 -390 -1360 9.7X106 -980 -1880 9.0X1O6

3 -310 -1330 1.0x107 -780 -1710 9.3x106

4 -370 -1350 9.8X106 ----- ----- -------

5 ---- ----- ------- -1440 -2300 8.6x106

a^ S = structure potential,

b^DI potential of shaded insulator.

l
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Figure 1. - ATS-5 orbital configuration.
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1.
DESCRIPTION

GEOMETRY: OCTAGON WITH END CAVITIES,
RAISED OCTAGONS IN CAVITIES,
2 CELL BELLY BAND, SCATTERED
METAL PATCHES

SIZES: SMALL - MESH SIZE - 0.1 m (OVERALL AZ • 1.6 m)
LARGE - MESH SIZE - 0.5 m (OVERALL AZ . 2.0 m)

STABILIZATION: SPINNING AROUND Z AXIS
3 AXIS STABILIZED

MATERIAL LEGEND

0 INSULATOR
B METAL

Z

V,X

Figure 3. - Object 1 (ATS-5 model object)

Q >.

DESCRIPTION

GEOMETRY: OCTAGON, 2 CELL METAL BELLY BAND,
SCATTERED METAL PATCHES

(OBJECT 1 WITHOUT CAVITIES)

S IZE: SMALL - MESH S IZE = 0.1 m (OVERALL AZ ° 1.6 m)

STABILIZATION: SPINNING AROUND Z AXIS
3AXIS STABILIZED

MATERIAL LEGENDD INSULATOR
® METAL

Z

t^ix

Figure 4. - Object 2.



DESCRIPTION

GEOMETRY: OCTAGON, 4 CELL METAL BELLY BAND

S17.E: SMALL, MESH SIZE R 0.1 m (OVERALL
AZ-1.6m)

STABILIZATION: SPINNING -ROUND Z AXIS
3 AXIS STABILIZED

MATERIAL LEGEND

INSULATOR
® METAL

Z

Y

" X

Figure 5. -object 3.

DESCRIPTION

GEOMETRY: OCTAGON, 4 CELL METAL BELLY BAND,
SMALLER OCTAGON ATOP fro REPRESENT ANTENNA)
(OBJECT 3 WITH ANTENNA)

SIZE: SMALL, MESH SIZE - 0.1 m (OVERALL AZ - 2.5 m,
AZ OF BODY - 1.6 m)

STABILIZATION: SPINNING AROUND Z AXIS WITH
ANTENNA DESPUN

MATER IA 	 LEGEND

INSULATOR
O INSULATOR 2
® INSULATOR 3
® METAL

Z

Y

X

Figure 6. -Object 4.
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GEOME`k.V: CENTER OCTAGON WITH 2 RECTANGULAR
"WINGS," METAL PATCHES ON BODY
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SIZE; LARGE, MESH SIZE a 0.3 ii, (0VFRALL AZ - 8.4 m,

OCTAGON DIMENSION, 1.8 m)

STABILIZATION: 3 AXIS STABILIZED
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Figure 7. -Object 5.

'	 OBJECT 1, MAXWELLIAN ENVIRONMENT: kTe - 5 keV, kTl - 10 keV, 'Oe ° 17 1 • 4 21cc
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Figure 8. - NASCAP predictions: sunlight charging; effect 	 cs-79-4381
of stabilization type.
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Figure 9. - Potential contours after 11 minutes of
charging. Object 2, 3 axis stabilized.
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Figure 11. - Effect of despun antenna on charging response.
Sun 1, 0, 0.
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Figure 12. - Effect of size on charging response. Object 1,

3 axis stabilized. Sun at 1, 0, 0.
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